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MDD has a leading position among 
manufacturers of office furniture with 
many awards that prove quality and 
continuously increase demand for it`s 
products.

The realities of today`s market require constant quality 
improvement at all levels of modern organization. This 
applies in particular to customer service, marketing, 
quality of products and also to quality of processes within 
the company. Partnership relations among employees and 
with business partners form a base of economic growth 
and success of the company.

Constant investments in innovative machinery park, 
optimization of managment systems and an expansion of 
production halls allow to minimize the lead times for the 
product of the highest quality.

More than twenty years of experience 
in office furniture industry come with 
reference from a long list of companies 
and institutions to show their 
appreciation for an efficient and 
comprehensive service.

MDD is higly aware of the
environment.

Being located in the forest region with lake by it1s side, 
MDD takes the nature seriously and invests constantly in 
a modern and energy-efficient solutions to preserve the 
local life. Company puts emphasis on waste segregation 
and recycling. MDD has been awarded for the exceptional 
care and involvement in waste disposal. All materials used 
are environmentally friendly and enjoy a high 95 % rate of 
being recycled.
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BOU12
1200 / 600 / 740

BOU20
1400 / 800 / 740

BOU21
1600 / 800 / 740

BOU22
1800/ 800 / 740

BOU27
2000 / 800 / 740

BOU14
1400 / 600 / 740

BOU16
1600 / 600 / 740

BOU19
1200 / 800/ 740

Desks

Elements for desks pairing

BOX40
500 / 800 / 740

BOX45
1800 / 800 / 740

BOX44
1600 / 800 / 740

BOX43
1400 / 800 / 740

BOX42
1200 / 800 / 740

Radial desks

BOU23
1600 / 1200 / 740

BOU24
1600 / 1200 / 740

BOU25
1800 / 1200 / 740

BOU26
1800 / 1200 / 740
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BOUL20
1600-1702 / 1600 / 740

BOU32
1200 / 1610 / 740

BOU33
1400 / 1610 / 740

BOU34
1600 / 1610 / 740

BOU35
1800 / 1610 / 740

BOUL21
1800-1902 / 1600 / 740

BOUL40
1600-1702 / 3210 / 740

BOUL41
1800-1902 / 3210 / 740

Desks with managerial side storage

Elements for desks pairing

BOX60
1100 / 1610 / 740

Bench desks

Radial desks

BOU15
1600 / 2410 / 740

BOX68
1800 / 1610 / 740

BOX66
1600 / 1610 / 740

BOX64
1400 / 1610 / 740

BOX62
1200 / 1610 / 740
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Desk extenstion

PLU01
600 / 800 / 740

PLU02
600 / 1000 / 740

PLU03
600 / 1200 / 740

Ogi desk worktops
- MFC 28mm
- Complies with norm PN EN 14322
- Formaldehyde emission corresponds to class E1
- PVC edge – 2mm
- Steel fixings already embedded in the desktop - thread M6 - to attach 
the frame

1. Worktop - MFC 28mm, PVC edge
2. Option with additional charge - 2x grimmet PVC - Ø80mm
3. Option with additional charge - Mediabox M04H - 2xRJ45 (class E, cat. 6) 
+1xUSB + 1xHDMI + 4x230V, colour: M009 - aluminum semi-matte
4. Option with additional charge - Mediabox M04 - 2xRJ45 (class E, cat. 6) 
+1xUSB + 4x230V, colour: M009 - aluminum semi-matte
5. Option with additional charge - Top access M05 - colour:
M009 - aluminum semi-matte

Worktop - configurations
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Frame
- Metal elements of frames are cut using laser technology, powder coated,  
harden with thermal method - providing resistance to abrasion and 
scratches 
- Legs: profile 60x30mm,  with leveling feet ø25, thread M8, regulation
+/- 10mm
- The upper horizontal parts of legs: profile 60x30x2mm, provided with the 
cut allowing for combination of metals – diagonal; holes, allowing to mount 
spacers between the table top and the leg; further strengthening the 
stability of the connection is achieved by deposition fixings with thread M6 
under screws WWI;
- Spacers: made of plastic - height 10mm and ø18mm; allowing easy 
positioning of the counter during installation
- Metal connection rail - profile 60x30x2mm, both sides fitted with hooks 
on the geometry of the cutouts providing a rigid connection with the legs, 
additionally completed snaps enable fast installation of all components of 
the frame; in the middle of the rail holes  for plastic support preventing a 
curving of  the worktop

Desk extenstions
PLU01 - OGI U extension

Desk with managerial storage
1. Worktop - MFC 28mm, PVC edge
2. Top - MFC 28mm, PVC edge
3. Shelf - MFC 18mm, PVC edge
4. Drawer - MFC 18mm, PVC edge, lock - possible to change location
5. Base - MFC 18mm, PVC edge
6. Front - MFC 18mm,PVC edge

technical specification
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Possible configurations

W1 - 1600 | W2 - 1702 | W3 - 432 | W4 - 3218

Accessories
1. Horizontal cable tray S69 - powder painted, colour: 09 - aluminum
2. Single desk horizontal cable tray (SG12, SG16) - powder painted metal, 
colour: M009 - aluminum semi-matte
3. Cable tray for desks of the type Bench (SG220, SG260) - steel wire 
Ø4mm, powdercoated, colour: 09 - Aluminum
4. Horizontal cable tray E64 - powder painted, colour: M009 - aluminum 
semi matte

W1 - 1600mm | W2 - 1200mm | W3 - 800mm | W4 - 1800mm | W5 - 600mm | W6 - 1610mm | W7 - 2410mm | W8 - 1600mm
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W2

W4

W1

W3

W5

W6

W1 - 2343mm | W2 - 2029mm | W3 - 600mm | W4 - 1200mm | W5 - 844mm | W6 - 786mm

Sample configurations with BOX40, BOX50, BOX60

ATTENTION – only for OGI Q, OGI U, OGI Y
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Ogi_U colours

14 Beech 26 Aluminum
satinato

31 Canadian oak 34 Chestnut 39 Polar birch

64 Cocoa 67 White pastel 106 Lowland nut 154 Anthracite

Worktop, top, bottom

Front

26 Aluminum
satinato

67 White pastel 154 Anthracite

Body - first group

Body - second group

14 Beech 26 Aluminum
satinato

31 Canadian oak 34 Chestnut 39 Polar birch

64 Cocoa 67 White pastel 106 Lowland nut 154 Anthracite

14 Beech 31 Canadian oak 34 Chestnut 39 Polar birch 64 Cocoa

106 Lowland nut
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Desk extenstions - worktop

Desk extenstions - frame

colours

Frame - Ogi_U

M009 Aluminum
semi-matte

M015 White
semi-matte

M154 Anthracite
semi-matte

14 Beech 26 Aluminum
satinato

31 Canadian oak 34 Chestnut 39 Polar birch

64 Cocoa 67 White pastel 106 Lowland nut 154 Anthracite

M009 Aluminum
semi-matte

M015 White
semi-matte

M154 Anthracite
semi-matte

Grommet - black

Grommet - white

14 Beech 39 Polar birch

Grommet - aluminum

34 Chestnut 64 Cocoa 106 Lowland nut

67 White pastel

26 Aluminum
satinato

31 Canadian oak

154 Anthracite


